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Plants in the Works of Cervantes. Economic Botany 60(2):159–181, 2006. El Ingenioso
Hidalgo, Don Quijote de la Mancha, by Miguel de Cervantes (1547–1616), is the best-known
work of Spanish literature. We searched this and the other works of Cervantes for references
to plants, plant communities, and products. These texts capture the customs, thoughts, beliefs,
and traditions of Spanish culture in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. They also repeat
literary themes of ancient Greek and Roman literature. Plant citations were grouped in three
categories: plants as part of the environment, useful plants, and plants in symbolic expres-
sions. A total of 150 species were registered, 102 of which appear in Don Quijote. The taxa
with the highest frequency of occurrence are Vitis vinifera, Phoenix dactylifera, Triticum aes-
tivum, Laurus nobilis, Rosa spp., Olea europaea, Quercus ilex, and Arundo donax. The num-
ber of references to plants and the variety of species seem to attest to a sound and intimate
knowledge of plants, their relevance as a landscape feature, and their utility. Many edible, or-
namental, technological, and medicinal plants are referred to either explicitly or implicitly.
Several species are mentioned in a figurative sense through references to their symbolic
meaning, in proverbs, idiomatic expressions, metaphors, or by mentioning them in compar-
isons and literary figures of speech.
Las Plantas en la Obra de Cervantes. El ingenioso hidalgo, Don Quijote de la Mancha
es la obra más conocida de la literatura española, escrita por Miguel de Cervantes (1547–
1616). Se ha revisado esta obra de la literatura universal y el resto de las obras escritas por
Cervantes para recopilar todas las plantas, comunidades y productos vegetales que aparecen
en las mismas. Estos textos literarios han sido estudiados como fuente etnobotánica, ya que
reflejan costumbres, ideas, creencias y tradiciones de la cultura de la España de hace 400
años. También incluyen numerosas reminiscencias de los textos clásicos de la literatura grie-
ga y latina. Las referencias se han sistematizado en tres categorías: plantas como elementos
del paisaje, plantas útiles y plantas empleadas en expresiones simbólicas. Se han registrado
un total de 150 especies, 102 en Don Quijote. Las especies más citadas son: Vitis vinifera,
Phoenix dactylifera, Triticum aestivum, Laurus nobilis, Rosa spp., Olea europaea, Quercus
ilex, y Arundo donax. El elevado número de citas y especies muestra la familiaridad, el
conocimiento y relevancia cultural del mundo vegetal, tanto como elemento predominante del
paisaje, como en lo referente a usos de plantas. Los textos refieren de un modo explícito o im-
plícito el uso de numerosas plantas (comestibles, ornamentales, tecnológicas y medicinales).
Muchas especies aparecen en sentido figurado por su significado simbólico, en refranes,
frases hechas, metáforas, comparaciones y otras figuras literarias.
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There has recently been renewed interest in
the potential of using ancient texts as ethnobo-
tanical sources (Buenz et al. 2004; Fiore et al.
2005). However, the methods of ethnobotanical
and ethnopharmacological fieldwork do not
seem to be applicable to historical information.
Therefore, ancient texts raise a series of theo-
retical and methodological questions in the con-
text of an ethnobotanical analysis. Nevertheless,
comparisons of ancient texts and current tradi-
tional knowledge of plants can provide a better
understanding of the development of ethnobo-
tanical knowledge, showing the continuity and
changes in traditional knowledge about plants
(Heinrich et al. n.d.).
Literary texts can also be approached as doc-
uments regarding folk tradition, although they
cannot necessarily be trusted as historical docu-
ments, with the assumption that they actually
mean what they say literally. Nevertheless, in a
not necessarily intentional but indirect and
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sometimes distorted way, they reflect customs
and capture the thoughts, beliefs, and traditions
of the culture and time in which they were writ-
ten, and thus can be viewed as sources for an-
thropobotanical studies.
The works of Cervantes (1547–1616) (Figure
1), especially Don Quijote, have been used as
sources to study the historical milieu they de-
pict (García Cárcel 2005). They capture many
elements of Spanish culture and popular imagi-
nation, include frequent allusions to classical
literature, and combine literary fiction and the
reality of Cervantes’ time (Ife 2001).
Don Quijote is considered the first modern
novel (Figure 2). It encompasses and surpasses
all previous epic tradition. In Don Quijote, Cer-
vantes mixes fiction and reality. Even though he
departs from the rigid conventions and rules of
the novelistic style of his time, in some ways he
followed them, such as employing so-called
“inserted novels,” that is, short stories inserted
in the principal plot of the novel. An example of
this in Don Quijote is the Crisostomo and
Marcela story. Other cases can be found in Cer-
vantes’ other novels, such as La Galatea (a pas-
toral novel) (Figure 3), Persiles y Sigismunda (a
Byzantine novel), or Rinconete y Cortadillo (a
picaresque novel) (Riley 2004).
A versatile author, Cervantes also cultivated
other literary genres, such as comedy (e.g.,
Ocho Comedias y ocho entremeses, Numancia)
and poetry (Viaje del Parnaso) (see Table 1).
Some studies on Miguel de Cervantes have
listed the occurrences of plants in Don Quijote
and have commented on the actual presence or
use of such plants in Cervantes’ time (e.g., Ce-
ballos 1965; Colmeiro 1895; Gómez Tejedor
1994; Valle Nieto 2002). However, not all the
plants mentioned in Cervantes’ works been ana-
lyzed from an ethnobotanical viewpoint.
In this paper, we aim to compile and analyze
plant species, plant communities, and products
derived from plants mentioned in all the works
of Cervantes in order to contribute to a better
understanding of the perception and uses of
plants in Spain at the end of the 16th and begin-
ning of the 17th century.
Methods
Data Collection
We read all Cervantes’ works in their stan-
dard critical edition (Sevilla and Rey 1993–
Fig. 1. A. Alleged portrait of Cervantes, from the
Spanish Royal Academy, attributed to Juan de
Jaúregui. B. Signature of Cervantes.
1995), collecting all references to plant, plant
communities, and products derived from plants.
We double-checked our list of quotations in the
electronic version of the standard edition of
Cervantes’ works, the so-called Miguel de Cer-
vantes’ Virtual Library (Sevilla 2001). All the
textual passages (i.e., the parts of the text that
include a reference to a plant and the context of
such parts) were compiled in a computerized
database. The English translation of Don Qui-
jote is by John Ormsby (Cervantes 1885). In
some cases (marked with an asterisk), the trans-
lation is ours, however.
For each item cited in the text, we provide
the acronym of the work (see Table 1), the
chapter number, and the first edition (editio
princeps) page number and side (r-front, v-
back). Example: Q1, 17: 69v. For PS and GA,
which are divided into books, we provide the
book number as well: PS, 1, 14: 36v.
Because of polysemy, some terms were am-
biguous at first glance. They were only ac-
cepted if, after a detailed semantic study, they
clearly appeared to refer to plants. For example,
romero can mean either Rosmarinus officinalis
(being derived from rosmarinus, the Latin name
for the plant) or a pilgrim who attends a popular
religious celebration (from romano, a synonym
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for pilgrim). In the passage “aceite, vino, sal y
romero, para hacer el salutífero bálsamo”
(“oil, wine, salt, and rosemary to make the salu-
tiferous balsam,” Q1, 17: 69v), for instance, the
word romero clearly refers to Rosmarinus offic-
inalis, while in “La contraria fortuna os traiga
y vuelva a pie, hecho romero, de mesón en
mesón y de venta en venta” (“Adverse fortune
brings you back on foot travelling as a pilgrim
from hostel to hostel and from inn to inn,” Q2,
41: 153v), the same word means pilgrim.
In some cases, plant names derive from other
Spanish terms and were only accepted if they
clearly designated a plant. For instance, the
word coco, originally from the Greek word
kókkos (seed or fruit), was used in Spanish to
designate a ghost, and was later borrowed for
labelling Cocos nucifera L., since its fruits are
similar to a ghostly head (Corominas and Pas-
cual 1980–1991). Coco is used in Cervantes’
text to convey the first meaning.
Finally, terms such as maraña, meaning ei-
ther Quercus coccifera L. or a tangle of plants,
were not included in the research because they
remained unclear to us.
All Spanish plant names and plant-derived
terms mentioned by Cervantes are included in
Appendix 1. Complete references to all the oc-
Fig. 2. A. Frontispiece of the first edition (princeps) of Don Quijote, published by Juan de la Cuesta
(Madrid, 1605). B. First known illustration of Don Quijote and Sancho, which appeared on the François de
Rosset’s French translation of the second part of Don Quijote, published by Jacques du Clou & Denis Moreau
(Paris, 1618).
currences (more than 1,000) are not included,
however, since they can easily be found in the
Cervantes’ Virtual Library, referred to above.
Plant Identification
The botanical species to which the Spanish
names correspond were assigned on the basis of
the studies of Chica and Fernández (1993),
Morales et al. (1996), and Ríos (1991). Identifi-
cation was sometimes problematic. In such
cases, we selected the most plausible botanical
species according to the context. Other possible
identifications are discussed in the Appendix.
Data Classification
In order to analyze the references to plants,
their occurrences were grouped in three major
categories.
1. Plants as features of the environment (ENV).
These are references to plants or plant forma-
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tions as elements of the landscape, or of the
framework where the actions described by Cer-
vantes happen. Landscapes can either be in-
spired by real places familiar to Cervantes
(e.g., “Se quedaron entre unas encinas que
cerca del Toboso estaban,” translated as “They
waited among some oak trees until the time
came,” Q2, 8: 30r), or idealized landscapes in-
spired from literary tradition (e.g., the passage
in which the story of King Midas and the reed
is evoked, PS, 1, 14: 36v).
2. Useful plants (USF). This category includes all
the plants used for human consumption (food or
medicine), ornamentation (crowns and gar-
lands), or economic products (rugs, baskets, and
other artifacts). In some cases, the uses are ex-
plicitly mentioned in the text (e.g., “que solo
contenía una estera de enea y una manta,”
“[Sancho’s bed] merely consisted of a rush mat
and a blanket,” Q1, 16: 65r). In other cases,
however, they are implicit. This is particularly
true in the case of proverbs, traditional expres-
sions, or literary figures of speech. As an ex-
ample, we can quote the following comparison:
“Para ella soy miel y para vosotros acíbar”
(“For her I am honey, for you aloes,” Q2, 44:
168v). The opposition between honey and aloe
explicitly refers to the bitter juice of Aloe vera
plant, used for medical purpose. More examples
can be found in the section “Useful Plants.”
3. Plants used as symbols (SYM). Plants are used
to symbolize beauty, health, size, shape, color,
smell, or taste (see examples in the section
“Plants Used as Symbols”). This category in-
cludes metaphoric references to plants, typical
expressions, set phrases, proverbs, and many
other literary figures of speech. It also includes
some proper names (either given names and
surnames of people, such as Margarita, or place
names, such as Laredo), and other words based
on plant names (e.g., “embelesar,” meaning to
enchant, which comes from the ichthyotoxic
plant “belesa” [Plumbago europaea] [Álvarez
Arias 2000]). The implication is that the link
between the name and the plant was perceived
in Cervantes’ time.
This and the previous category sometimes
overlap. If the reference to a plant is of a sym-
bolic nature, and if a use can be deduced from
this symbolic mention, such a plant is included
in both categories. An example is the proverb
“Regostóse la vieja a los bledos” (“The old
Fig. 3. Frontispiece of the first edition (princeps)
of La Galatea, published by Juan Gracián (Alcalá de
Henares, 1585).
woman took kindly to the blits,” Q2, 69: 263v).
The sentence reflects the edible use of blits
(Amaranthus blitum), since it means that it is
difficult to give up things you are used to, even
if they are as simple as blits.
Results and Discussion
Plants are an essential element in Cervantes’
literature since they appear in a multitude of
passages (more than 1,000) with many func-
tions and multiple meanings, such as a descrip-
tion of a landscape or the characterization of a
person’s physical appearance or behavior.
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Appendix 1 lists the botanical species to which
the plants mentioned in Cervantes’ works cor-
respond. Species are listed in alphabetical order
by family, genus, and species. For each item, we
specify the Spanish name as it appears in Cer-
vantes’ works, the English name, the category as-
signed, a sentence briefly summarizing the pas-
sage, and the reference(s) to Cervantes’ work(s).
Plants as Features of the
Environment
The works of Cervantes describe a large vari-
ety of settings. Don Quijote, for example, trav-
Table 1. List of all works of Cervantes (Sevilla and Rey 1993–1995).
Acronym Title
Novels
Q1 El ingenioso hidalgo don Quijote de la
Mancha (The Ingenious Knight-Errant
Don Quixote of the Mancha)
Q2 Segunda parte del ingenioso caballero don
Quijote de la Mancha (The Second Part
of Don Quixote of the Mancha)
GA La Galatea (Galatea)
PS Los trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda
(The Troubles of Persiles and Sigis-
munda)
novelas ejemplares (exemplary novels)
NE0 Pro´logo (Prologue to the Reader)
NE1 La gitanilla (The Little Gypsy Girl)
NE2 El amante liberal (The Generous Lover)
NE3 Rinconete y Cortadillo (Rinconete and
Cortadillo)
NE4 La espan˜ola inglesa (The English Spanish
Girl)
NE5 El licenciado Vidriera (The Glass Gradu-
ate)
NE6 La fuerza de la sangre (The Power of
Blood)
NE7 El celoso extremen˜o (The Jealous Extre-
maduran)
NE8 La ilustre fregona (The Illustrious Kitchen
Maid)
NE9 Las dos doncellas (The Two Damsels)
NE10 La sen˜ora Cornelia (Lady Cornelia)
NE11 El casamiento engan˜oso (The Deceitful
Marriage)
NE12 [Novela del coloquio de los perros] (The
Dialogue of the Dogs).
Poetry
VP Viaje del Parnaso (Voyage to Parnassus)
PO Poesı´as sueltas (Separate Poems)
Acronym Title
Plays
TA Trato de Argel (The Commerce of Algiers)
CN El cerco de Numancia (The Siege of Nu-
mantia)
ocho comedias y ocho entremeses famosos
nunca representados (eight plays and eight
new interludes) comedias (plays)
CE0 Pro´logo (Prologue to the Reader)
CE1 El gallardo espan˜ol (The Gallant Spanish)
CE2 La casa de los celos y selvas de Ardenia
(The house of jealousy and the forest of
Arden)
CE3 Los ban˜os de Argel (The Baths of Algiers)
CE4 El rufia´n dichoso (The Lucky Cur)
CE5 La gran sultana don˜a Catalina de Oviedo
(The Grand Sultana Catalina from Oviedo)
CE6 El laberinto de amor (The Labyrinth of
Love)
CE7 La entretenida (The Amused Woman)
CE8 Pedro de Urdemalas (Pedro, the Artful
Dodger)
Entremeses (Interludes)
CE9 El juez de los divorcios (The Divorce
Court Judge)
CE10 El rufia´n viudo, llamado Trampagos (The
Widowed Ruffian, Called Trampagos)
CE11 La eleccio´n de los alcaldes de Daganzo
(The Election of the Magistrates of Da-
ganzo)
CE12 La guarda cuidadosa (Sir Vigilant)
CE13 El vizcaı´no fingido (The Man Who Pre-
tended to Be from Biscay)
CE14 El retablo de las maravillas (The Marvel-
ous Show)
CE15 La cueva de Salamanca (The Magic Cave
of Salamanca)
CE16 El viejo celoso (The Jealous Old Man)
els across Spain (e.g., La Mancha, Andalusia,
Aragon, and Catalonia), through villages, val-
leys, prairies, forests, rivers, crags, and fields.
However, the passages that describe these land-
scapes cannot be used as geographical texts;
most of them should be considered literary
landscapes, often elaborately described in a fig-
urative sense (García Martín 2005). Neverthe-
less, Cervantes was probably inspired by his
many travels across Spain and the Mediter-
ranean area as a soldier and supply-
commissioner for the Spanish army. References
to plants as features of the environment only
partially describe the botanical environment of
that period (Ceballos 1965).
This category comprises 142 passages in-
volving 38 species. The botanical element of
environment mentioned most frequently in Cer-
vantes’ works is Quercus ilex. The most impor-
tant tree in Spanish landscapes, it is common in
dehesas, a formation of open Quercus ilex
woodland with grassland. Dehesas are used for
grazing, and acorns fallen from the trees are ei-
ther consumed directly by pigs or harvested.
Also, Quercus suber is often mentioned by Cer-
vantes, even though it is more common further
west and not in the regions where Don Qui-
jote’s adventures take place.
Generally speaking, there is a noticeable ab-
sence of references to deciduous Quercus
species, very common in northern Spain, where
a significant part of the second book of Don
Quijote is based. Pinus species are hardly men-
tioned, although they were probably exploited
in Cervantes’ time (Blanco et al. 1997).
Don Quijote and Sancho often rested in areas
with riparian vegetation, to which there is no
shortage of references. Many riparian trees are
mentioned, with Salix alba, and Ulmus minor
being the trees most commonly named. Others
are Fraxinus angustifolia, Populus alba, and
Populus nigra.
Some trees mentioned as elements of the
landscape are used by Don Quijote and other
characters of Cervantes’ works for shade (e.g.,
NE1: 29r), as hiding places (e.g., PS, 3, 2:
127v), for tethering animals and people (e.g.,
Q2, 29: 111r; Q1, 4: 13v, Figure 4), or for
climbing (e.g., CE1: 3v).
In landscape descriptions, Cervantes some-
times mentions trees that do not grow in the
biota where the adventures are set. For instance,
allochthonous, cultivated trees are included in
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the description of wild local forests. Such de-
scriptions were probably inspired by such ideal
pastoral milieu as Arcadia, or just invented and
filled with exotic trees to be more artistic and
attractive (García Martín 2005). In Viaje al Par-
naso (VP, 3: 25v), for instance, Apollo appears
at a river source where Phoenix dactylifera, Ce-
drus atlantica, and Olea europaea grow. Such
other arborescent plants as Laurus nobilis or
Myrtus communis also appear in such passages.
The shrubby plant formations in Cervantes’
works include stands of Cistus ladanifer, Rubus
ulmifolius, Lycium barbarum, and other thorny
shrubs often cited as places to hide (e.g., Q1,
23:113v), or as natural hedges (e.g., GA, 6:
305v). Sancho used the common Iberian shrub
Fig. 4. Juan Haldudo whips Andrés, tied to a
holm oak (Quercus ilex) (Q1, 4: 13v). Illustration by
Jacob Savery in a Dutch translation of Don Quijote
by Lambert Van den Bos (Dordercht, 1657).
Retama sphaerocarpa to indicate the way home
(Q1, 25: 130v) when he was in Sierra Morena.
The most altered landscape consists of open
fields of cereals, mainly wheat. Olive trees and
olive groves, vines, and vineyards are often
quoted. In the few allusions to orchards and al-
lotments, such fruit trees as Punica granatum,
Citrus aurantium, or Ficus carica are men-
tioned.
Useful Plants
This category includes 54% of all the textual
passages analyzed in this paper and 81% of the
botanical species. In most passages, Cervantes
explicitly mentions the use of plants.
Edible Plants
This category includes 51 different species.
Wheat, vines, and their by-products are by far
the most frequently cited. Bread, wine, and
onions are commonly referred to as basic food
(e.g., “Mire, señor, tome mi consejo, que no se
le doy sobre estar harta de pan y vino, sino en
ayunas,” “Look here, señor; take my advice-
and I’m not giving it to you full of bread and
wine, but fasting,” Q2, 73: 276r; “Y así me sus-
tentaré Sancho a secas con pan y cebolla,” “I
can live just as well, Sancho, just on bread and
onions,” Q2, 43: 161v). Olives and olive oil are
also often mentioned; together with wheat and
vine they constitute the three prototypes of sta-
ple foodstuffs in the Mediterranean world.
Pulses (edible legumes) are also important
staples of the Mediterranean diet. Lentils are
mentioned as the food that Don Quijote ate
every Friday (Q1, 1: 1r), chickpeas were used
in stews, and broad beans appear meaning
something very common in the proverb “En
otras casas cuecen habas, y en la mía, a calde-
radas” (“In other houses they cook beans in
pots, but in mine they do it in cauldrons,”* Q2,
13: 45v).
The only mention of rice is in the saying
“Cuanto será mejor no menear el arroz,
aunque se pegue” (“It will be better not to stir
the rice even though it sticks,”* Q1, 37: 144r).
This suggests that rice was in regular use at
Cervantes’ time.
Vegetables are also typical Mediterranean
foods, although sometimes their alimentary use
is not specified in Cervantes’ works. Turnips,
for instance, are only mentioned as something
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easily cut: “le ha tajado la cabeza, cercen a
cercen, como si fuera un nabo!” (“sliced his
head clean off as if it were a turnip,” Q1, 35:
208r). This occurrence can be interpreted as a
reference to the alimentary use of the turnip. In-
deed, it was well known to be cut easily. Cab-
bage, radish, asparagus, carrot, and aubergine
are also mentioned. Cervantes says that
aubergines were highly appreciated by the
“Moors” (Q2, 2: 9v).
The only American food plants mentioned in
Cervantes’ works are peppers and cocoa. This is
hardly surprising. Peppers (“con su llamativo
de alcaparrones ahogados en pimientos,” “with
an appetizer of caper fruits drowned in pep-
pers,” NE3: 78r) were one of the first American
food plants introduced into Spain. In fact, they
have been consumed and cultivated, at least in
Andalusia, since the beginning of the 16th cen-
tury (Monardes 1580). Cocoa is only mentioned
once by Cervantes in the sentence “No lo esti-
mamos en un cacao” (“It is not worth a hill of
beans,” i.e., something of little value, NE1:
21v). This is a reference to the use of cocoa
seeds as coins in ancient Mexico (Covarrubias
1611). In Cervantes’ work, this indicates that
cocoa had not yet become as valuable as it was
in the second half of the 17th century, as sug-
gested by the Comtesse d’Aulnoy in an account
of a trip through Spain (Aulnoy 1930).
Don Quijote contains many generic refer-
ences attesting to the importance of wild plants
for subsistence. A knight should eat wild fruits
and vegetables, sleep little, and eat less, particu-
larly rejecting tasty foods (e.g., “Aunque tu-
viera, no comiera otra cosa que las yerbas y
frutos que este prado y estos árboles me dieren,
que la fineza de mi negocio está en no comer y
en hacer otras asperezas equivalentes,” “I
should not eat anything but the herbs and the
fruits which this meadow and these trees may
yield me,” Q1, 25: 130v). In their many stays in
the forests, Don Quijote and Sancho can only
eat acorns (Quercus ilex), the most important
Spanish wild edible (Pereira and García 2002)
widely consumed in Spain until recently
(Tardío, Pascual, and Morales 2005). Walnuts
and hazelnuts are also mentioned.
Scolymus hispanicus and Pyrus bourgeana
are specifically described as food items for the
less well-off. This is clear in the passage when
“He of the Grove” says to Sancho “Yo no tengo
hecho el estómago a tagarninas, ni a pirué-
tanos, ni a raíces de los montes” (“My stomach
is not made for thistles, or wild pears, or roots
of the woods,” Q2, 13: 46r).
Other non-cultivated food plants such as Ror-
ippa nasturtium-aquaticum, Amaranthus bli-
tum, and Capparis spinosa are mentioned in a
way that implicitly indicates that they are edi-
ble. Watercress, for example, appears in the
saying “andarse a la flor del berro” (“to look
for the watercress flower,” NE12: 205v). The
expression can be paraphrased as “to look for
your own comfort and convenience,” since wa-
tercress is only edible before it blooms. The
fact that many other species are not mentioned
as edible does not mean, however, that they
were not widely used at that time. Many wild
species were widely consumed until recently in
Spain (Tardío, Pardo-de-Santayana, and
Morales n.d.; Pardo-de-Santayana, Tardío, and
Morales 2005).
Many edible fruits such as fig, pomegranate,
quince, apple, cherry, date, almond, pear, or-
ange, lemon, melon, and watermelon are men-
tioned. In most passages, their edible nature is
clearly highlighted, even though no information
is provided on the way they were consumed.
Nevertheless, they were usually eaten stewed,
since, at that time, fresh fruits were commonly
regarded with suspicion (Ife 2001). Melon and
watermelon only appear in comparisons sug-
gesting the lack of any resistance. An example
of this is the phrase “Que así acomete mi señor
a cien hombres armados como un muchacho
goloso a media docena de badeas” (“He at-
tacked . . . as a greedy boy would half a dozen
watermelons,” Q2, 4: 15r). Another instance is
“Cuchillada le hubieran dado que le abrieran
de arriba abajo como una granada, o como a
un melón muy maduro” (“Slit him down like
from top to toe like a pomegranate or a ripe
melon,” Q2, 32: 122v).
Onion and garlic, basic condiments in Mediter-
ranean cooking, are also frequently mentioned in
culinary allusions. The latter is mentioned, for ex-
ample, in the insult “harto de ajos” (“stuffed
with garlic,” meaning “rustic,” e.g., Q2, 35:
137v). Origanum vulgare or Pimpinella anisum,
are also mentioned, although not explicitly as
condiments.
Only two plants are mentioned as animal
food: barley and Ceratonia siliqua. Barley is
the most common since its grain and straw are
often mentioned as basic animal needs.
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Medicinal Plants
Sixteen species, or their products, considered
as medicinal are mentioned in Cervantes’
works. Rosemary is the most frequently cited.
According to a recipe in Don Quijote, it is an
ingredient of “Fierabras’ balm,” together with
olive oil, vinegar, and salt (Q1, 17: 69v) (Figure
5). This balm might be the legendary one used
to embalm Jesus, which, according to a French
chanson de geste, was stolen and then returned
by the giant Fierabras in the 8th century (Prieto
2005). Rosemary is also mentioned as a vulner-
ary. Its leaves were chewed, and saliva full of
its juice was mixed with salt or other ingredi-
ents and applied to wounds (Q1, 11: 42r). Oil
was also used as a vulnerary (e.g., NE1: 23v).
Another herbal remedy is Scirpus holoschoe-
nus, referred to in El Viejo Celoso. The old jeal-
ous man asks the woman who takes care of him
for rushes, in order to treat his “stones pains”
(perhaps kidney stones?) (CE16: 253r). This
could refer to the use of rushes as catheters, as
they were still used in the 16th century for the
treatment of excreto-urinary disorders such as
kidney stones (Maganto 1990; Fredotovich
Fig. 5. Sancho vomiting, when “Fierabras’ balm”
took effect (Q1, 17: 70v). Illustration by Gustavo
Doré in an Italian edition of Don Quijote by Edoardo
Perino (Roma, 1888).
2003). It could also refer to the ingestion of
roasted rush seeds in wine for regulating men-
struation and diuresis. This use is described in
Laguna’s (1555) translation of Dioscorides, a
book that Cervantes most probably knew, and in
fact Don Quijote mentions it as the book that
speaks about all kind of herbs (Q1, 18: 79r).
Tobacco sniffing is mentioned as a strange
remedy used by poets in order to avoid losing
consciousness (VP: 64v).
Although Cervantes disdained infusions and
referred to them with the pejorative term “bebe-
dizos” (brews) (GA, 1, 1: 6v) (Pardo-de-San-
tayana, Blanco, and Morales 2005), he mentioned
two herbal teas. One is Cichorium intybus water.
Cervantes mentions it to explain that Sancho had
eaten a nutritious food and not just water (“San-
cho Panza, [durmió bien] que, como tenía el es-
tómago lleno, y no de agua de chicoria,” “having
his stomach full, and not of chicory water,”* Q1,
8: 27v). In a passage of El Rufián Viudo, doctors
prescribe Tamarix gallica to an irascible old
woman suffering from liver complaints, promis-
ing her a longer life (CE10: 225v). As it was used
to combat liver diseases (Laguna 1555) and as a
purgative, tamarisk might have been prescribed to
this old lady to purge her physiological system of
the bad humors that made her angry. If so, this
humor was black bile.
Two other cathartic plants are mentioned in
Don Quijote. Rheum palmatum appears in the
sentence “Tienen necesidad de un poco de
ruibarbo para purgar la demasiada cólera
suya” (“They are in need of a little rhubarb to
purge their excess of bile,” Q1, 6: 20v). Eu-
phorbia lathyris (“tártago”) was almost a syn-
onym for fright or panic (“Eran para él tárta-
gos y sustos de muerte,” i.e., “He was terrified
and scared to death,” Q2, 11: 39). Such use
probably results from the terrible purgative ef-
fects of this species of Euphorbia.
Some plants were credited with other re-
markable properties. Raisins and almonds were
considered to improve memory (NE11: 240r),
and Ceratonia siliqua to be an antidiarrhoeic
(VP, 8: 64v). Also cited are the magical proper-
ties of Verbena officinalis and vinegar to
awaken a person from the deep sleep caused by
a magic powder (NE7: 148v).
Plants Used for Handicrafts and Other Artifacts
The most important and most often cited of
the 36 species used for making many kinds of
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artifacts is Arundo donax. It was used to make
sticks, fishing rods, pipes, whistles, etc.
Many other species with the purpose of mak-
ing walking-sticks are mentioned. Diospyrus
ebenum, which is also referred to in the manu-
facture of luxury items (crosses and boxes), is
one of them. Simpler and rougher walking
sticks were made of local species such as Quer-
cus spp., Cydonia oblonga, Ilex aquifolium,
Ferula communis, and Buxus sempervirens.
Quercus suber is the second most frequently
mentioned species used for handicrafts in Cer-
vantes’ works. Cork drinking vessels (“vasos de
corcho”) are cited several times. Other cork
items are beehives (still used until recently,
Blanco and Cuadrado 2000), seats made from a
piece of cork trunk, and even cork shields. In
his speech on the Golden pristine age, Don Qui-
jote mentions cork as a thatching material (Q1,
11: 39r).
Phoenix dactylifera and Salix fragilis were
used to make baskets (CE8: 214v), and Typha
domingensis for rush matting (Q1, 17: 70v).
They are still in use in rural Spain for the same
purposes (Kuoni 1981). Three other species are
referred to for making ropes or cord: Stipa ten-
nacissima, one of most important Spanish fiber
plants, hemp, and cotton. Another species used
for tethering is “ova.” This probably refers to
filamentous green alga such as Spirogyra or
Cladophora (VP, 5: 40v) (S. Cirujano and L.
Medina, personal communication).
Juniperus phoenicea and Salix fragilis are
cited as being used as construction material. In-
terestingly, no other kind of timber is men-
tioned.
The pedicels of the umbel of Ammi visnaga
were used as toothpicks (NE12: 237r), a usage
that lasted up to well into the eighteenth cen-
tury (Font Quer 1961).
An interesting reference is made to Philadel-
phus coronarius. In a letter to Don Quijote,
Sancho mentions that he wanted to send him a
curious instrument used for enemas and made
with bladders and hollow stems of mock orange
(Q2, 51: 197v). In Spanish, the mock orange
was called “jeringa” or “jeringuilla” (syringe)
(Morales et al. 1996).
The most frequently mentioned container for
transporting wine is the“bota de vino,” a wine
container made from an animal skin which is
still very popular in Spain (Q2, 13: 46r). How-
ever, Lagenaria siceraria is also mentioned to
that purpose (Q2, 66: 256r). It was used as a
container for liquids in rural areas until recently
(e.g., Blanco and Cuadrado 2000).
Pinus pinaster provided torches as well as
tar, pitch, and resin for waterproofing boats. All
these are referred to in a figurative sense, as
producing the typical smell of sailors and sol-
diers (e.g., PS, 2, 17: 108r). Oil, pith, and resin
are also mentioned as weapons, when Sancho,
as the governor of an imaginary island, shouts
in defense of his domain (“¡Vengan alcancías,
pez y resina en calderos de aceite hirviendo!”,
“Here with your stink-pots of pitch and resin,
and kettles of boiling oil!” Q2, 53: 203r). Olive
oil was not only important for food-related
uses, but also as a source of light.
Finally there are also references to dye
plants. The saying “molido como alheña”
(Ligustrum vulgare) (“pounded like privet,”
e.g., Q2, 28: 108), meaning “to beat somebody
to jelly,” is repeated several times. The saying
refers to the need to reduce the plant to a very
fine powder. Another example is in the instruc-
tions for the play El Cerco de Numancia: saf-
fron is mentioned as a dye for obtaining yellow
water to be sprinkled on a dead man so that he
comes to life again (NE: 12v).
Ornamental and Aromatic Plants
Many species (34) comprise this category,
which includes several plants with a highly
symbolic value. Garlands appear often in Cer-
vantes’ works, especially in La Galatea and
Don Quijote. They are worn by different char-
acters (for example, shepherds, Q2, 58: 221v)
and in different circumstances (dancers per-
forming at a wedding, Q2, 20: 75 v; at a fu-
neral, GA, 3: 145v). They are mostly made of
Laurus nobilis and Cupressus sempervirens,
which have a highly symbolic value: victory for
Laurus (CE6: 106 r), and death for Cupressus.
Other plants have different values: immortality
(Amaranthus caudatus, Q2, 58: 221v), peace
(Olea europaea, GA, 6: 326v), or death (Taxus
baccata, Q1, 13, 51v; Figure 6; Nerium olean-
der, Q1, 13: 46v). Garlands are made also of
Hedera helix, Rosa spp., Lonicera pericly-
menum, Dianthus plumarius, Jasminum offici-
nale, or Lilium candidum (e.g., Q2, 20: 75v;
GA, 1: 38v). Finally, in the description of the
crown worn by Morpheus, the god of sleep and
dream, there is the narcotic Hyoscyamus albus
(VP, 8: 65v).
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The frequent references to garlands through-
out Cervantes’ works probably should be con-
sidered allusions to classical literature. For
instance, the mention of Amaranthus caudatus
garlands in Don Quijote (Q2, 58: 221v) might
have been inspired by the scene of the maiden
wearing laurel and amaranth crowns at Hector’s
funeral in the Iliad (Rico 2004).
Some of these plants used for garlands are
also mentioned in the descriptions of gardens.
Among garden plants, the rose is without a
doubt the most important and frequently cited
species. A few ornamental allochthonous trees
are mentioned: the Oriental Platanus orientalis,
Melia azedarach, Citrus aurantium, Cupressus
sempervirens, Cedrus atlantica, and Phoenix
dactylifera.
Some ornamental plants are mentioned for
their fragrant odor. Ocimum basilicum, Di-
anthus plumarius, and Citrus auriantum are
cited in allusions to women’s perfume (e.g.,
“Era abrazarla como quien abraza un tiesto de
Fig. 6. Characters wearing garlands at
Crisostomo’s burial (Q1, 13–14). Illustration by
Francis Hayman in an English translation of Don
Quijote by Tobias Smollett, A. Millar, T. Osborn, T.
Longman, C. Hitch, L. Hawes, J. Hodges and J.
Rivington (London, 1755).
albahaca o clavellinas,” “To embrace her was
like embracing a basil or cottage pink pot,”
CE10: 226r). Abelmoschus moschatus, and such
odoriferous substances as civet and amber, are
referred to several times as prototypes of the
best aroma (NE5: 119r).
In the comedy Pedro de Urdemalas (CE8:
203v-204r), ornamental trees and flowers with a
symbolic value are mentioned in the evocation
of Saint-John’s night, a popular tradition that
survived until recently in many Spanish rural
villages (Maldonado 1975; Pardo-de-Santayana
2000). All single men put tree branches on the
balconies and windows of their loved ones.
These branches are of such trees as Laurus no-
bilis, Phoenix dactylifera, and Salix alba. There
are also ornamental flowers: Rose spp., Jas-
minum officinale, Erysimum cheiri, and the
magical Verbena officinalis, which had to be
searched for at night as it was thought to bring
health and good luck. Other popular traditions
in this scene are the decoration of the church
with flowers and the preparation of flower mats,
that is, the covering of streets with aromatic
plants, particularly Cyperus longus and Reseda
luteola. Flower mats are still in use today (Verde
et al. 2001), especially at Corpus Christi, a tradi-
tion also referred to by Cervantes (GA, 1: 40v),
who cites Cyperus longus and Typha
dominguensis. The former is also mentioned as
an adornment for the participants in the cere-
mony to join the gypsy community (NE1: 19r).
Other Useful Plants
Cervantes’ works also include references to
plants used in rituals, two of them in witchcraft.
Five Arundo donax stems cut on the night of a
full moon were thought to win the affection of
the loved one (TA: 9v). Broad beans were em-
ployed as tools for divination to know the
whereabouts of a loved one, or whether love is
reciprocal (Henningsen 1994; Ceballos 2001).
Boswellia sacra and Cupressus sempervirens
were burned in order to purify a dead person
(e.g., GA, 6: 307v).
Finally, undesired plants such as weeds ap-
pear in popular expressions and other kinds of
sentences as symbols of evil and low fertility.
“Sembrar cizaña (Lolium temulentum)” (e.g.,
PS, 1, 16: 40v), for instance, literally “to sow
darnel,” means to sow discord. This expression,
still in use today (RAE 2002), probably has it
origin in Jesus’s parable of the (darnel) weeds
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and the wheat field, mentioned in the New Tes-
tament (Matt. 13: 24–30).
Plants Used as Symbols
Seventy-four percent of the species and 53%
of the plant occurrences in Cervantes’ works
appear in literary figures of speech. Plants are
used in comparisons and metaphors, and are
also used as symbols of all aspects of human
life. Their uses, morphological characters, and
organoleptic properties usually help to explain
their symbolic meanings.
As we have already mentioned, Phoenix
dactylifera and Laurus nobilis were used to
crown victors, and thus became symbols of vic-
tory and acclamation (Cleene and Lejeune
2002). Apples symbolize health, and certain
weeds, such as Lolium temulentum, represent
evil spreading across the world (see above).
Citrullus colocynthis, Nerium oleander, and
Aloe vera are cited for their bitter taste or in
metaphors as the perfect expression of bitter-
ness (e.g., Q2, 39: 149r).
Cervantes refers to Cupressus sempervirens
as “funesto” (“ill-fated,” Q2, 21: 78v), for the
species has been historically associated with
death (Cleene and Lejeune 2002). Hedera
helix’s growth pattern of climbing on walls and
trees made it a symbol of the need of support
and company (“Otra vez sola . . . como verde
yedra a quien ha faltado su verdadero arrimo,”
“Alone again . . . I feel like green ivy wanting
its true climbing prop,” PS, 3, 14: 178v). Roses
represent beauty in such sentences as “Todas
eran flores, todas rosas” (“They all were flow-
ers, they all were roses,” PS, 3, 8: 148r) in the
description of a women’s choir. Stipa tenacis-
sima represents dryness, Quercus ilex hardness
(“Con un alma de esparto y con un corazón de
encina,” “A soul of esparto grass, and a heart of
oak,” Q2, 25: 206v), and cotton softness (“Mis
carnes tienen más de algodón que de esparto,”
“My flesh is more cotton than esparto grass,”
Q2, 36: 140v).
Some common fruits and seeds are used to
signify a size: walnut, hazelnut, chickpea,
wheat, and mustard (e.g., “más pequeño que un
grano de mostaza,” “smaller than a mustard
grain,” PS, 2, 7:76r). Other species are used to
express colors: rose, date, chestnut, hazelnut, or
aubergine (e.g., “los borceguíes eran datila-
dos,” “brown as a date,” Q2, 18:65v). The face
of a character is compared to quince (Q2, 47:
175v) and a curly appearance to Cichorium en-
divia (Q2, 44: 166v). Garlic is used in reference
to a foul smell (Q2, 10: 36r), while basil, rose,
and musk refer to pleasant scents (e.g., “porque
yo se bien a lo que huele aquella rosa entre es-
pinas, aquel lirio del campo,” “for I know well
what would be the scent of that rose among
thorns,” Q1, 31: 173r).
Popular expressions reveal a species’ useful-
ness. The well-known Spanish edible Cyperus
esculentus, for instance, appears in the expres-
sion “pedir cotufas en el golfo” (“looking for
earth almonds at the bottom of the sea,” Q2, 20:
73v), meaning looking for impossible things. A
similar expression, still in use, is “pedir peras
al olmo” (“to ask the elm tree for pears,” e.g.
Q1, 22: 106v). In addition, fig occurs frequently
in expressions referring to something worthless,
e.g., “me importa un higo” (“it does not matter
a fig,” NE8: 172r).
Quantitative Analysis
In all Cervantes’ works, we have identified a
total of 1,035 passages containing names of
plants, plant-derived names, plant formations,
plant products, and other references to plant life,
with a total of 150 taxa belonging to 64 families.
Rosaceae is the family with the highest number
of species mentioned (10), followed by Poaceae
and Lamiaceae (9), Fabaceae (8), Brassicaceae,
Liliaceae, and Fagaceae (all 6), and Asteraceae,
Cucurbitaceae, and Solanaceae (all 5). These 10
families account for 46% of the total number of
species quoted in Cervantes’ works.
A similar number of species (147 flowering
plants) are found in the works of Shakespeare
(Ellacombe 1884). In addition, a similar number
is also found in the Bible. Zohary (1982) and
Moldenke and Moldenke (2002) found more
than 140 and 128, respectively. As it can be seen
in Appendix 1, many species mentioned in Cer-
vantes’ works are also quoted in the Bible and
Shakespeare’s works, probably due to many
useful plants having a common historical back-
ground. Moreover, the same allegorical meaning
is given to many plants in the three group of
works. The rose, for example, is the emblem of
all that is loveliest, brightest, and most beautiful
upon earth, the olive symbolizes peace, the palm
victory (being the typical representation of life
and beauty in the middle of the desert), wheat
the prototypic culture (the first sign of settled
habitation), and the oak the emblem of strength
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and constancy. The sacred nature of bread and
wine and their central symbolic role in the Bible
make them common elements of the works of
Cervantes and Shakespeare.
Even though it is difficult to distinguish pre-
cisely between cultivated and non-cultivated
plants, and thus to come up with an exact num-
ber of each group, cultivated plants represent
about half of the species mentioned in Cer-
vantes’ works. This is not surprising, especially
in a rural society, in which cultivated plants
were at the center of daily life and, conse-
quently, became not only the basis of many
uses, but also the vehicle of traditions and
ideas. Among the non-cultivated taxa, trees and
shrubs comprise about half of the species.
Again, this is to be expected, since the salience
and usefulness of wild trees is higher than that
of herbaceous plants (Berlin 1992).
The most frequently quoted taxa are Vitis
vinifera (105), Phoenix dactylifera (75), Triticum
aestivum (63), Laurus nobilis (49), Rosa spp.
(44), Olea europaea (37), and Quercus ilex (36).
All of them are culturally relevant plants. Wheat,
vine, and the olive tree are staple crops in
Mediterranean cultures and diet. Holm oak is the
most common tree in the landscape of Iberian
Mediterranean ecosystems. Palm tree, laurel, and
rose are all of a great symbolic importance. The
frequency of references to these species is not
due to a deliberate choice made by Cervantes but
rather reflects the importance of these plants in
everyday life in Spain and the general use of
plant metaphors in the Spanish language.
Conclusions
Cervantes’ literary production is deeply em-
bedded in the milieu of late-16th century Spain.
Many of the adventures of the various charac-
ters take place in natural settings. However,
Cervantes was more interested in the human as-
pect of his characters than in plants and their
uses. In his portrayal of people, he used plants
as vehicles for expressing psychological no-
tions, feelings, and ideas. The clarity of the
symbolic connotations of certain species such
as the rose, the palm, or plant products, such as
bread, made them suited for metaphoric expres-
sions. Similar conclusions have been reached
from the analysis of the animals mentioned in
Don Quijote (Aguilar and Viejo 2005).
On the other hand, plants were used in many
human activities, starting with the basic needs
of daily life. Edibles, ornamentals, and plants
used in crafts are the most frequently cited,
with a great variety of species, while medicinal
plants play only a minor role.
Cervantes’ works are an excellent source to un-
derstand ethnobotanical aspects of Spanish life in
the 16th century. From a methodological perspec-
tive, and since we rely only on the works of Cer-
vantes, certain ambiguities of the botanical identi-
fications remain. However, such imprecisions are
often offset by the great cultural salience of most
species combined with a thorough taxonomic un-
derstanding of species used today.
The large number of species and occurrences
of plants names credited with a symbolic value
attest to Cervantes’ classical education. Many
such passages are reminiscent of Greek and
Roman literature from Homer to Virgil. Simi-
larly, Cervantes seems to have had also a good
knowledge of the Bible. Nevertheless, the nu-
merous popular expressions and proverbs that
include plants and plant-derived terms reveal
Cervantes’ deep rooting in the society of his
time and its daily life. Plants symbolized
human values (beauty, health, evil, or peace)
and abstract notions (softness, dryness, rough-
ness, hardness, size, shape, and color). Through
such references, we understand the place of
plants in traditional Spanish society and culture.
Interestingly, one hundred years after the con-
quest of America by the Spaniards, Cervantes’
works mention only three American species
(pepper, cocoa, and tobacco). Instead, many
plants and plant products imported from Asia
(e.g., Cannabis sativa, Oryza sativa, Piper ni-
grum, Solanum melongenga) and Africa (e.g.,
Boswellia sacra, Citrullus lanatus, Diospyrus
ebenum) that were commonly used at this time
in Spain are mentioned.
With this paper, we hope to have contributed
to a better understanding of the historical devel-
opment of human plant use. From a method-
ological viewpoint, we suggest that the different
frequencies of the several plant species might
reflect their respective importance in daily life.
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Acanthaceae
Acanthus mollis L.1* acanto (acanthus)
USF: ornamental: garland (classical reference). GA.
Aceraceae
Acer pseudoplatanus L. arce (maple tree)
SYM: proper noun, surname (Rodrigo de Arce). CE3.
(The term “arce” could also refer to other species of
Acer.)
Amaranthaceae
Amaranthus blitum L. bledo (blite)
USF: edible, implicit; SYM: proverb (“Regostóse la
vieja a los bledos,” “The old woman took kindly to
the blites,” i.e., it is difficult to give up things you are
used to). Q2.
Amaranthus caudatus L. amaranto (amaranth)
USF: ornamental, garland (dancers performing at a
wedding, shepherdess, poet’s award, classical
reference), gardens; SYM: good smell (“Mejor les
huele . . . que los amarantos de los jardines,” “It
smells better than . . . amaranths in the gardens”).
PS, Q2, VP. (The term “amaranto” could also refer to
other species of Amaranthus.)
Amaryllidaceae
Narcissus pseudonarcissus L.1* Narciso (Narcissus)
SYM: proper noun (Narciso) (2). CE6, GA.
Anacardiaceae
Pistacia lentiscus L.1* lentisco (lentisk)
SYM: impossible things (“lentisks yield grapes”).
GA.
Pistacia terebinthus L. Terebinto (terebinth)
SYM: proper noun, place names (Valle del Terebinto,
where David killed Goliath). Q1.
Apiaceae
Ammi visnaga (L.) Lam.2 biznaga (toothpick weed)
USF: handicraft, toothpick. CE12.
Daucus carota L. zanahoria (carrot)
USF: edible. Q2.
Ferula communis L. cañaheja, caña (giant fennel)
USF: handicraft, walking stick. Q2.
Pimpinella anisum L.1 anís (aniseed)
USF: edible, condiment. CE7.
Apocynaceae
Nerium oleander L.1 adelfa (oleander)
USF: others, toxic (for people and animals);
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ornamental, garland, crown (e.g., shepherdess
going to a burial, classical reference); SYM: bitter
taste. GA, PS, Q1, Q2.
Aquifoliaceae
Ilex aquifolium L. acebo (holly)
USF: handicraft, walking stick. Q1.
Araliaceae
Hedera helix L.1,2 yedra, hiedra (ivy)
ENV: literary landscape; USF: handicraft, clothing
(wild men or men of the Golden Age, classical
reference) (3); ornamental, garland (crowns,
classical reference) (3); SYM: support (e.g.,
“dejadme llegar al muro de quien yo soy yedra,” “to
cling to the wall of which I am the ivy,” i.e., the ivy
is supported by the wall) (8), victory, triumph, award
(e.g., “Daráte el cielo palma, el suelo yedra,”
“Heaven will yield palms and the ground ivies”) (2).
CE2, CE10, CN, GA, NE2, PO, PS, Q1, Q2, VP.
Arecaceae
Chamaerops humilis L. palmito (European fan palm)
USF: handicraft, clothing (“A mí, mas que se vista
de hojas de palmitos,” “though she wears fan palms,”
classical reference); SYM: appearance (“lo vestiré
como un palmito,” “to dress like a fan palm,” finely
dressed) (4). CE5, CE10, CE16, Q2.
Phoenix dactylifera L.1,2 palma (date palm), dátil
(date), datilado (date-colored)
ENV: literary landscape, to tie a horse (3); USF:
edible, date (2); handicraft, basketry (2), broom,
clothing (referred to Egyptian hermits);
ornamental, gardens (2), adorn, lover’s house with
branches (“enramar”), or palm branch on a dead
person (2); SYM: victory, triumph, award (e.g.,
“Cuando esperaban palmas, triunfos y coronas,”
“They looked forward to palms, triumphs, and
crowns”; “Las de los buenos [doctores] palmas y
lauros merecen,” “The good ones . . . deserve palms
and laurels,” Palm Sunday) (59), color (“datilado,”
i.e., brown as a date) (2), insult, “cuesco de dátil”
(date stone, the stone of a date is worthless), slim
figure (“Y no la compareis a una palma que se
mueve cargada de racimos de dátiles,” “Do not
compare her with a walking palm tree loaded with
clusters of dates.”), strength, solidity (“no permita el
cielo que . . . tronque la palma eminente de las
buenas y liberales artes,” “towering palm of the fair
and liberal arts”), proper noun, place name (the
Appendix 1. Plants mentioned in all works of Cervantes. The symbols following the scien-
tific plant names indicate:1 plant mentioned in the Bible;2 plant appears in Shakespeare’s
works; * similar species of the same genus. ENV: plants as features of the environment;
USF: useful plants; SYM: plants with a symbolic value. The number of references in each
group is shown in brackets only if there is more than one. The works are also indicated
(for acronyms see Table 1).
stream of Las Palmas). CE1, CE2, CE3, CE4, CE5,
CE6, CE7, CE8, CE11, CN, GA, NE1, NE3, NE8,
PO, PS, Q1, Q2, TA, VP.
Asteraceae
Arctium minus Bernh.2 lampazo (common burdock)
USF: handicraft, clothing (referred to the Golden
Age, classical reference) (2); SYM: appearance
(“mas que se vista de hojas de palmitos o lampazos,”
“to dress with common burdock”). CE5, Q1.
Bellis perennis L.2 margarita (daisy)
SYM: beauty (“congratulándose con él de la margarita
preciosa que había hallado,” “the precious daisy he
had gained,” i.e., something wonderful), something
valuable (“No es bien echar las margaritas a los
puercos,” “It is not a good idea to give daisies to the
pigs,” i.e., to cast pearls before swine), proper noun
(Margarita) (3). CE1, NE1, NE12, PO, Q1. (The
term Margarita could also refer to other species of
Asteraceae, mainly Leucanthemum or other
Anthemidae).
Cichorium endivia L. escarolado (curly like an endive)
SYM: shape (“sus cuellos . . . han de ser siempre
escarolados,” “endive-shape collars”). Q2.
Cichorium intybus L.1* chicoria (chicory)
USF: medicinal-edible, digestive infusion (implicit);
SYM: worthless (“como tenía el estómago lleno, y
no de agua de chicoria,” “having his stomach full of
something stronger than chicory water”). Q1.
Scolymus hispanicus L.1 tagarnina (Spanish salsify)
USF: edible, wild food. Q2.
Betulaceae
Corylus avellana L.2 avellana (hazel nut), avellanado
(hazel color), Avellaneda (hazel nut forest)
USF: edible (e.g., knight’s food, according to Don
Quijote) (4); SYM: size (“ese corazoncillo, que le
debe de tener agora no mayor que una avellana,”
“little heart no bigger than a hazel nut”) (4),
thinness, “avellanado” (hazel nut-like, i.e., unhealthy
looking, skinny) (3), flavor (“bellotas avellanadas,”
i.e., acorns tasting of hazel nut flavor, sweet), proper
noun, surname (Avellaneda). CE1, NE12, PS, Q1,
Q2.
Brassicaceae
Brassica napus L.2 nabo (turnip)
USF: edible, (2, one of them implicit); SYM: easy to
cut (“le ha tajado la cabeza, cercen a cercen, como si
fuera un nabo”, “sliced his head clean off as if it
were a turnip”). Q1, Q2.
Brassica nigra L.1,2 mostaza (mustard)
SYM: size (e.g., “no era mayor que un grano de
mostaza,” “no bigger than a mustard seed”) (4). PS,
Q2.
Brassica oleracea L.2 col (cabbage)
USF: edible, implicit; SYM: saying (“que ha
mezclado . . . berzas con capachos,” “to mix
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cabbages and baskets,” i.e., to mix heterogeneous
things), skill (“Un mozo que se me fue, de tronchos
de coles sé que hiciera invenciones mil,” “He could
make anything with a cabbage stem.”), proper noun,
surname (Repollo). CE8, CE12, Q2.
Erysimum cheiri (L.) Crantz alhelí (wallflower)
USF: ornamental, (e.g., “enramar,” “to adorn a
lover’s house”) (2); SYM: shape (“me entretuve con
las cabrillas, que son como unos alhelíes y como
unas flores,” “amused myself with the goats
[Pleiades stars], which are like wallflowers, like
flowers”), etymology (“alhelí,” as an example of
Spanish words that come from Arabic). CE8, Q2.
Raphanus sativus L.2 rábano (radish)
USF: edible (2, one of them implicit); SYM: “easy to
cut” (“yo le he visto temblar de ver cortar un
rábano,” “to see a radish being cut”). NE3, PS.
Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum (L.) Hayek2 berro
(watercress)
USF: edible, implicit (e.g., a magician grows
watercress in a container) (2); SYM: saying (“no se
ande a la flor del berro,” “to look for the watercress
flower,” i.e., to look for your own comfort and
convenience). CE8, NE12.
Burseraceae
Boswellia sacra Flueck.1 encienso, incienso (incense)
USF: others, aromatic scent (burned to purify a dead
person) (2). CN, GA.
Commiphora abyssinica Engl.1 mirra (myrrh)
SYM: proper noun (Mirra). CE7.
Buxaceae
Buxus sempervirens L.2 boj (box)
USF: technological, walking stick. GA.
Cannabaceae
Cannabis sativa L.2 cáñamo (hemp)
USF: handicraft, clothing (performing at a wedding;
wild-men, classical reference) (2), ropes. CE2, PS,
Q2.
Capparaceae
Capparis spinosa L.1 alcaparrones (capers)
USF: edible, immature fruits, in brine. NE3.
Caprifoliaceae, S.L.
Lonicera periclymenum L.2 madreselva (honeysuckle)
USF: ornamental, garland (dancers performing at a
wedding; shepherd, classical reference) (2). GA, Q2.
Philadelphus coronarius L. jeringa (mock orange)
USF: handicraft, syringes (made with the hollow
stem). Q2.
Sambucus ebulus L. yezgo (dwarf elder)
USF: others, toxic (to poison). CE5.
Caryophyllaceae
Dianthus caryophyllus L.2 clavel (carnation)
USF: ornamental (implicit) (2); SYM: beauty, color
(e.g., “La una [mejilla] es hecha de rosas y la otra de
claveles,” “Her cheek is like roses and carnations.”).
CE5, NE8.
Dianthus plumarius L.2 clavellina, clavelina (cottage
pink)
USF: ornamental and aromatic (implicit), garland;
SYM: good smell (“Era abrazarla como quien abraza
un tiesto de albahacas o clavellinas,” “To embrace
her was like embracing cottage pinks.”). CE10, GA.
Cistaceae
Cistus ladanifer L.1* jaral (place full of cistus)
ENV: landscape (impenetrable shrubby vegetation,
hiding place) (2). Q1, TA.
Cucurbitaceae
Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrader1,2 tuera, tuero
(colocynth, or bitter apple)
SYM: bitter taste (2). GA, Q2.
Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Matsum.1 badea
(watermelon)
USF: edible, implicit; SYM: easiness (“que así
acomete mi señor a cien hombres armados como un
muchacho goloso a media docena de badeas,”
“attack . . . as a greedy boy would half a dozen
watermelons”). Q2.
Cucumis melo L.1 melón (melon)
USF: edible, implicit; SYM: easy to cut (“cuchillada
le hubieran dado que le abrieran de arriba abajo . . .
como a un melón muy maduro,” “slit down like a
ripe melon”). Q2.
Cucumis sativus L. pepino (cucumber)
USF: others, object to be thrown in the theatre; SYM:
proper noun (King Pepino). CE0, Q1.
Lagenaria siceraria (Molina) Standl.1,2 calabaza
(gourd), calabazada (knock with the head)
USF: handicraft, wine container (3), to float a boat
(fictitious story); SYM: saying (“Si se nos ha vuelto
el tiempo de Maricastaña, cuando hablaban las
calabazas,” “When pumpkins spoke,” referring to
immemorial time); shape (head is like a pumpkin, in
“calabazada,” i.e., to knock with the head) (3); pigs
are transformed into pumpkins in a story. CE3, NE8,
NE10, NE11, PS, Q1, Q2, VP.
Cupressaceae
Cupressus sempervirens L.1,2 ciprés (cypress)
ENV: literary landscape (2); USF: ornamental,
garland (e.g., crowned at a funeral, classical
reference) (7), gardens and graveyards (2); other,
scent (burned to purify a dead person); SYM: ill-
fated (“tu verde y rico margen [Ebro river], no de
enebro, ni de ciprés funesto enriquescido,” “nor
enriched with ill-fated cypress”), proper noun
(Cypress Valley). CE2, GA, NE1, PS, Q1, Q2, VP.
Juniperus oxycedrus L. enebro (juniper), miera
(juniper tar oil)
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ENV: landscape; USF: medicinal, skin diseases
(implicit); SYM: punishment (to spread juniper oil
on the skin). GA, NE3.
Juniperus phoenicea L.1 sabina (Phoenicean juniper)
USF: handicraft, furniture, bed legs. PS.
Cyperaceae
Cyperus esculentus L. cotufa (earth almond)
USF: edible, implicit (3); SYM: impossible things
(“pedir cotufas en el golfo,” “looking for earth
almonds at the bottom of the sea”) (3). Q1, Q2.
Cyperus longus L. juncia, junco de olor (galingale)
USF: ornamental, flower mat to decorate the church
or to adorn people in a gypsy ceremony (4); SYM:
saying (“derramar en coplas la juncia y poleo,” i.e.,
to speak for pleasure), country smell (“sale tufo y
olor harto más de torreznos asados que de juncos y
tomillos,” “a smell a great deal more like fried
rashers than galingale or thyme”). CE8, GA, NE1,
PS, Q2, VP.
Scirpus holoschoenus L.1*,2 junco, lercha (rush)
ENV: landscape; USF: medicinal, to treat kidney?
stones; handicraft, twig to spit sardines; SYM:
proper noun, name and surname (Juncos) (2). CE11,
CE12, PS, Q2. (The term “junco” could also refer to
other species of Scirpus or Juncus.)
Dipsacaceae
Dipsacus sativus (L.) Honck. carda (teasel), cardar
(card)
USF: teasel (implicit) (4); SYM: e.g., “me hiciese de
lana y de algodón cardado,” “as I were carded
cotton” (“cardar” comes from “carda,” the
inflorescence of the teasel that was used for carding)
(3), “gente de carda” (people that card, i.e., bad
people). VP, Q2, NE12.
Ebenaceae
Diospyrus ebenum J. König1,2 ébano (ebony)
USF: handicraft, guitar or luxury tools (box, cross,
walking stick) (4). CE5, PS, Q2.
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbia lathyris L. tártago (moleplant)
USF: medicinal, purgative (implicit) (2); SYM: fright
(“Eran para el tártagos y sustos de muerte,” “He felt
the terrible purgative effects of mole plant.”) (2).
NE1, Q2.
Fabaceae
Ceratonia siliqua L.1 algarrobo (carob tree), algarroba
(carob)
USF: edible, fruits (carobs), feed; medicinal, against
diarrhea; SYM: impossible things (“Uvas les den los
lentiscos, manzanas los algarrobos,” “Carob trees
yield apples.”), proper noun, surname (Algarroba),
place name (Algarrobillas) (2). CE11, CE14, GA,
Q2, VP.
Cicer arietinum L.1 garbanzo (chickpea)
USF: edible, legumes, (e.g., stewed with onions and
bacon) (3); SYM: size (like a chickpea). Q1, Q2.
Genista scorpius (L.) DC. aliaga (gorse)
USF: others, jokes (to prick). Q2.
Lens culinaris Medik.1 lantejas [lentejas] (lentils)
USF: edible, legumes. Q1.
Medicago sativa L. Alfalfa (alfalfa)
SYM: proper noun (Alfalfa). NE3.
Retama sphaerocarpa (L.) Boiss.1* retama (broom)
ENV: landscape (as marks to find the way); SYM:
simple things (grasses and brooms that appear in
paintings). PS, Q1.
Trigonella foenum-graecum L. alholva (fenugreek)
USF: edible, food-medicine. NE12.
Vicia faba L.1,2 haba (broad bean)
USF: edible, legume; handicraft, toy, dolls; others,
divination technique (“echar las habas,” i.e., to
throw the broad beans) (3); SYM: saying (“En otras
casas cuecen habas, y en la mía a calderadas,” “In
other houses they cook beans in pots, but in mine
they’re in cauldrons,” i.e., very common), worthless
(“oficio que no da de comer a su dueño no vale dos
habas,” “is not worth two broad beans”), fragility
(“como si fueran hechos de habas, como los
frailecicos que hacen los niños,” “fragile as dolls,
which were made with broad beans”). CE4, CE7,
PS, Q1, Q2.
Fagaceae
Castanea sativa Mill.2 castaño (chestnut tree)
ENV: landscape (e.g., resting under its shadow) (2);
SYM: color (chestnut-brown) (2). NE0, NE8, Q1.
Fagus sylvatica L. haya (beech)
ENV: landscape (e.g., resting under its shadow, to
carve lover’s name, literary landscapes) (6). GA, Q1,
Q2. (The term “haya” could also refer to Alnus
glutinosa.).
Quercus faginea Lam. quejigo, roble (Portuguese oak)
ENV: landscape; USF: hitting stick. Q1, VP.
Quercus ilex L.1* encina (holm oak), encinal, encinar
(holm oak grove), carrascal (dwarf holm oak grove),
bellota (acorn)
ENV: landscape (e.g., a place to hide, for resting under
its shadow, for tying animals and people, Sancho
climbed up a holm oak to escape from a wild boar,
place to rest) (18); USF: edible, fruits (acorns, also
referred to Golden Age) (9); handicraft, stick
(Mayor stick), hitting stick (2); ornamental,
garland (crowns, classical reference); SYM:
hardness (e.g., “corazón de encina,” “heart as hard as
oak”) (5), impossible things (“Peras les ofrezca el
olmo, cerezas los carrascales,” “The holm oaks yield
cherries.”), logical things (“La encina da bellotas,”
“The holm oak yields acorns.”), country people
(“Este pobre pazguato criado entre las encinas,” “He
grew up among holm oaks.”). CE8, CE11, CE14,
GA, NE1, NE9, PS, Q1, Q2, VP.
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Quercus robur L.1*,2 roble, robre (brown oak),
enrobrescida (transformed into oak)
ENV: literary landscape; USF: handicraft, stick,
hitting stick; SYM: hardness (5), (e.g., “enrobrescida
a mis demandas,” i.e., she is too hard, and will not
accept him); proper noun, surname (Robledo,
Robles) (2). CE1, CE2, CE11, GA, VP. (The term
“roble” could also refer to other species of deciduous
or marcescent Quercus.)
Quercus suber L.2 alcornoque (cork oak), corcho
(cork)
ENV: landscape (e.g., resting under its shadow,
hanging up the wine-skin) (8); USF: handicraft,
house construction (cork), weapon, shield (cork),
seat (with a piece of the trunk) (2), shelter (to live
inside a hollow of the trunk); SYM: hardness
(“siempre dura como un alcornoque,” “harder than a
cork tree,” referring to human hearts) (3), shape
(“haber mudado las perlas de los ojos de mi señora
en agallas alcornoqueñas,” “to have changed the
pearls of my lady’s eyes into cork oak galls”),
proper noun, place name (Fuente del Alcornoque),
surname (Corchuelo). CE11, NE1, NE3, PS, Q1,
Q2.
Iridaceae
Crocus sativus L.1,2 azafrán (saffron)
USF: dye; SYM: proper noun, place name (Azafrán
river). CN, TA.
Iris germanica L. lirio (iris)
USF: ornamental, garland, scent, good smell; SYM:
beauty (“hair as lilies”), color (“los cabellos, como
lirios,” hair as golden lilies). CE2, GA, Q1, Q2.
Juglandaceae
Juglans regia L.1,2 nogal (walnut tree), nuez (walnut)
ENV: landscape (resting in its shade) (2); USF: edible,
walnut (knight’s food, according to Don Quijote) (5);
SYM: size (e.g., “perlas . . . tamañas como nueces,”
“pearls like walnuts”) (3), shape (walnut), proper
noun, surname (Nogales). CE7, GA, NE2, NE12, PS,
Q1, Q2.
Juncaceae
Juncus maritimus Lam.1* junco marino (sea rush)
SYM: fragility (“Así las rompiera como si fueran de
juncos marinos,” “I would break them as easily as if
they were made of sea rushes.”). Q2.
Lamiaceae
Hyssopus officinalis L.2 hisopo (hyssop)
USF: handicraft, hyssop to bless (implicit) (3). SYM:
e.g., “Sacó su hisopo el lánguido Morfeo”
(“Morpheus got his hyssop.”), “hyssop” is a generic
term for things or plants used to sprinkle blessed
water, a term that comes from the name of the plant
that was previously used for this activity (3). Q1, PS,
VP.
Lavandula latifolia Medik.2 alhucema (spike lavender)
SYM: etymology (“nombre morisco . . . alhucema,” as
an example of Spanish words that come from Arabic
language). Q2.
Lavandula pedunculata (Mill.) Cav. cantueso (Spanish
lavender)
SYM: saying (“Y todo esto fueran flores de cantueso,”
“All these things were Spanish lavender,” i.e.,
something easy or insignificant) (2). NE3, Q2.
Mentha pulegium L. poleo (pennyroyal)
SYM: saying (“derramar en coplas la juncia y poleo,”
i.e., to speak for pleasure) (2). NE12, VP.
Mentha suaveolens Ehrh.1* mastranzo (apple mint)
SYM: saying (“derramar en coplas poleo, el mastranzo
y la juncia,” i.e., to speak for pleasure). VP.
Ocimum minimum L. albahaca (basil)
USF: ornamental and aromatic (flowerpot with basil)
(2); SYM: good smell (“Era abrazarla como quien
abraza un tiesto de albahaca,” “To embrace her was
like embracing a flowerpot of basil.”). CE10, NE3.
Origanum vulgare L. orégano (oregano)
USF: edible, condiment (implicit) (2); SYM: proverb
(“quiera Dios que orégano sea,” “plague a God grant,
that it may be oregano . . . ,” i.e., though some harm
was to happen, it might not be very great) (2). Q1,
Q2.
Rosmarinus officinalis L.2 romero (rosemary)
USF: medicinal, wounds (e.g., balsam of Fierabras)
(3), others, scent (to cover dead animals). NE1, Q1,
Q2.
Thymus zygis Löfl. ex L.2* tomillo (thyme)
SYM: country smell (“sale tufo y olor harto más de
torreznos asados que de juncos y tomillos,” “a smell
a great deal more like fried rashers than galingale or
thyme”). Q2.
Lauraceae
Laurus nobilis L.1,2 laurel, lauro (laurel), laureado
(laureate), Laura (Laurel)
ENV: literary landscape (3); USF: ornamental,
garland (e.g., shepherds crowned with laurels,
classical reference) (13), adorn, lover’s house with
green branches (“enramar”); SYM: victory, triumph,
award (e.g., “merece ser coronada con laureles y
palmas,” “crowned with laurels,” or “las de los
buenos [doctores] palmas y lauros merecen,” “the
good ones [doctors] deserve palms and laurels”) (35),
sacred tree (mythological reference) (2), proper noun,
surname (de Laura), place name (Laredo) (3). CE5,
CE6, CE8, CE13, GA, NE4, PO, PS, Q1, Q2, VP.
Liliaceae, s.l
Allium cepa L.1,2 cebolla (onion), cebolluda (coarse)
USF: edible, vegetable (8), condiment (1); SYM: poor
people basic food (“aunque sea pan y cebollas,”
“even though it be bread and onion”; “cebolluda
labradora,” i.e., clumsy country wench) (7), smell
(poor people). CE10, Q1, Q2.
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Allium sativum L.1,2 ajo (garlic)
USF: edible; SYM: insult (“harto de ajos,” garlic-
stuffed, poor people food) (3), smell (foul smell) (3).
Q2.
Aloe vera (L.) Burm. f. acíbar (aloe vera)
USF: medicinal (implicit) (3); SYM: bitterness (e.g.,
“para ella soy miel y para vosotros acíbar,” “for her I
am honey, for you aloes [juice]”) (3). CE8, NE8, Q2.
Asparagus officinalis L. espárrago (asparagus),
esparraguera (asparagus plant)
USF edible (implicit) (3); SYM: loneliness (“seca y
sola como espárrago,” “lonely as an asparagus”),
shape (“tiesa como un espárrago,” “erect as an
asparagus”), knight emblem. CE4, NE8, Q1.
Hyacinthus orientalis L. Jacinto/a (Hyacinth)
SYM: proper noun, name (Jacinto, Jacinta) (4). CE8,
NE12, NE5, PO.
Lilium candidum L.1,2 azucena (lily)
USF: ornamental and aromatic (implicit) (2),
garland; SYM: beauty (e.g., “Donde pone la
hermosa planta un clavel o azucena se levanta,” “A
carnation or a lily grows where she steps.”) (2). CE5,
GA, NE8.
Linaceae
Linum usitatissimum L.1,2 lino (flax)
USF: handicraft, textile (hackling flax) (2). Q1, Q2.
Malvaceae
Abelmoschus moschatus Medik. algalia (muskmallow)
USF: handicraft, perfume (implicit) (4); SYM: nice
scent (4). CE13, NE5, Q1, Q2.
Gossypium herbaceum L.1 algodón (cotton)
USF: handicraft, textile (cotton rope, used as a belt),
to protect fragile objects; SYM: fragility (“así las
rompiera como si fueran . . . hilachas de algodón,”
“break them as easily as cotton threads”), softness
(e.g., “No le mana . . . sino ámbar y algalia entre
algodones,” “She distills only ambergris and civet in
cotton,” “Aunque soy rústico, mis carnes tienen más
de algodón que de esparto,” “My flesh is more cotton
than esparto grass.”) (7). CE13, NE5, Q1, Q2, VP.
Malva sylvestris Mill.1,2 malva (mallow)
SYM: saying (“nacer entre malvas,” “born among
mallows,” i.e., born of a humble family) (2). CE14,
Q2.
Meliaceae
Melia azedarach L. cinamomo (China tree or
chinaberry)
USF: ornamental, gardens. PS.
Moraceae
Ficus carica L.1,2 higo, higa (fig), breva (early fig),
higueral (grove of fig trees), cabrahigo (wild fig tree)
ENV: landscape (wild figtree); USF: edible, fruits, fig-
raisin; SYM: worthless (“No se me da un higo,” “I
don’t care a fig,” i.e., let them say what they like of
me) (6); softness (“si no os ablandais más que una
breva madura,” “soft as a ripe early fig”). CE1, CE6,
NE8, PS, Q1, Q2.
Myrtaceae
Myrtus communis L.1,2 mirto (myrtle)
ENV: landscape (e.g., a place to hide, sitting under its
shadow) (3); literary landscape (3); USF:
ornamental, scent (to cover dead animals); SYM:
impossible things (“peras les ofrezca el olmo . . .
guindas los mirtos floridos,” “myrtles yield
cherries”), intricate (“las ramas intricadas deste
acopado mirto y verde asiento,” “like this much-
branched myrtle”). CE2, GA, Q2, VP.
Oleaceae
Fraxinus angustifolia Vahl2* fresno (ash tree)
ENV: landscape (sitting under its shadow) (3); SYM:
roughness (“el fresno escabroso,” “the rough ash
tree”). CE8, GA, Q1.
Jasminum officinale L. jazmín (jasmine)
ENV: literary landscape (2); USF: ornamental, adorn,
(e.g., lover’s house, “enramar”) (4), garland (poet’s
award; dancers performing at a wedding, classical
reference) (2); SYM: beauty (e.g., “Y entrambas
[mejillas] hay también azucenas y jasmines,” “Her
cheeks are like lilies and jasmines.”) (3), country life
(“Del campo son y han sido mis amores; rosas son y
jazmines mis cadenas,” “Roses and jasmines are my
chains.”). CE8, GA, NE5, NE8, Q2, VP.
Ligustrum vulgare L. alheña (common privet)
USF: handicraft, dye (implicit) (6); SYM: saying
(“molido como alheña,” “pounded like privet,” i.e.,
beaten to a jelly) (6). CE10, CE7, CE8, Q2.
Olea europaea L.1,2 olivo (olive tree), olivar (olive
grove), oliva, aceituna (olive), aceite (olive oil),
olivífero (rich in olive trees)
ENV: landscape (olive groves, e.g., resting under its
shadow or sitting on the trunk) (8); USF: edible, oil
(3), olives (5); handicraft, light (oil lamp) (4),
weapon, hot oil (medieval era); medicinal, oil to heal
wounds, oil (e.g., balsam of Fierabras) (4);
ornamental, wreath (e.g., crowned with olive branch)
(4), olive branch (on a dead person); SYM: peace
(peaceful olive trees) (6), saying (“como el aceite sobre
el agua,” “as oil on water,” i.e., being always above
others) (3), proper noun, name (Olivante), surname (de
Olivar, de Oliva), place name (La Olivera de Valencia)
(5). CE2, CE3, CE7, CE12, CN, GA, NE1, NE3, NE5,
NE10, PO, PS, Q1, Q2, TA, VP.
Papaveraceae
Papaver rhoeas L.1,2 amapola (poppy)
SYM: color, red (2). NE8, VP.
Pinaceae
Cedrus atlantica (Endl.) Carrière1*,2 cedro (cedar)
ENV: literary landscape; USF: ornamental, gardens;
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SYM: strength, height (“Ni menos a la tierra trae
rendidos los altos cedros,” “to conquer the high
cedars”). PS, VP.
Pinus halepensis Mill.1 pino (pine tree)
ENV: landscape (to tie the horse); USF: handicraft,
hitting stick; SYM: height (“un mancebo como un
pino de oro,” “like a golden pine”), strength (“venire
al suelo el pino que le atierra,” “deep rooted pine”),
proper noun, surname (del Pino). CE1, GA, Q1, Q2.
Pinus pinaster Aiton2 pino (pine tree), pez (pitch),
resina (resin), brea (tar)
ENV: literary landscape (a sinister place, a pitch lake
with snakes) (2); USF: handicraft, to waterproof
boats (tar) (2), weapons, in medieval era (stink-pots
of pitch and resin) (2), light (torch); SYM: sailor’s
and soldier’s smell (2). CE3, CN, GA, PS, Q1, Q2,
TA.
Pinus pinea L.1 piñón (pine nut)
USF: edible (implicit); SYM: color (white pine nuts).
NE7.
Piperaceae
Piper nigrum L.2 pimienta (pepper)
USF: edible, condiment (2). CE4, NE4.
Platanaceae
Platanus orientalis L.1,2 plátano (plane tree)
USF: ornamental, gardens (2); SYM: sacred tree
(referring to Jerjes, a Babylonian king). PS.
Plumbaginaceae
Plumbago europaea L. embelesado/a, embelesamiento
(enchant)
USF: others, icthiotoxic (implicit) (21); SYM: e.g.,
“Sancho estaba, atónito y embelesado,” “Sancho
stayed dazed and enraptured”; “embelesar,” i.e., to
enchant, bewitch, comes from “belesa,” a toxic plant
used to make fish drowsy and easy to catch (21).
GA, NE1, NE2, NE3, NE7, NE8, NE12, GA, CE2,
CE8, Q1, Q2.
Poaceae
Arundo donax L.2 caña (giant reed), cañaveral (reed
bed)
ENV: landscape (also the form of vegetation) (2),
literary landscape (story of King Midas); USF:
handicraft, stick (6), fishing rod (3), game (“juego
de cañas,” aristocratic game played riding a horse,
where reeds are thrown among teams) (3), cross (2),
pipe (2), torch (a cane with tow fixed on the top) (2),
whistle; others, white magic, witchcraft (to obtain
the affection of the loved person); SYM: sturdiness
(“Mas esa tu hoz . . . con rigor la flor tierna siega,
como la caña ñudosa y robusta,” “difficult to cut as a
reed”), harmless weapon (“No hay amigo para amigo:
las cañas se vuelven lanzas,” “The reeds turn lances”),
proper noun, surname (Cañizares). CE2, CE3, CE5,
CE16, GA, NE1, NE3, NE12, PS, Q1, Q2, TA.
Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers. grama (bermuda grass)
USF: others, weed (implicit); SYM: wordplay
(“Grama-tica,” i.e., Grammatik). Q2.
Hordeum vulgare L.1,2 cebada, alcacel (barley)
USF: edible, feed (19); handicraft, straw whistle;
SYM: saying (“Ya está duro el alcacel para
zampoñas,” “The straw is too hard now to make
pipes of,” i.e., a person who is too old, since green
barley was used by children to make simple
whistles). CE7, NE7, NE8, Q1, Q2.
Lolium temulentum L.1,2 cizaña (darnel)
USF: others, weed (3); SYM: evil, saying (“sembrar
cizaña,” i.e., to sow discord) (3). GA, PS, TA.
Oryza sativa L.2 arroz (rice)
USF: edible, implicit; SYM: saying (“Será mejor no
menear el arroz aunque se pegue,” “It will be better
not to stir the rice even though it sticks,” i.e., not to
do something). Q2.
Panicum miliaceum L.1 mijo (millet)
USF: edible, bread of millet (typical Moorish bread,
according to Cervantes). NE12.
Saccharum officinarum L. azúcar (sugar)
USF: edible, sugar (3), sorbet of sugar (1); SYM:
sweetness. NE7, NE8, TA, VP.
Stipa tenacissima L. esparto (esparto grass)
USF: handicraft, textile in a saddlebag or an esparto
rope (2); SYM: dryness (e.g., “con un alma de
esparto,” “a soul as dry as esparto”) (7). CE10,
CE14, NE7, PS, Q1, Q2.
Triticum aestivum L.1*,2 trigo (wheat), pan (bread)
ENV: landscape (wheat fields) (2); USF: edible,
bread (41), wheat (14); others, witchcraft (a witch
that harvests wheat in January); SYM: basic need
(e.g., “ganarse el pan,” “to earn the bread,” i.e., to
earn your living) (4), basic food (bread and wine)
(2), saying (“buscar pan de trastrigo,” “looking for
better bread than ever came of wheat,” i.e., looking
for something risky and not necessary) (2); “No se
le cocía el pan a Don Quijote,” “The bread doesn’t
bake for Don Quijote,” i.e., he was impatient; “Los
duelos con pan son buenos”; “Mourning, with bread,
is not so bad,” i.e., if we have something to eat, bad
moments are shorter), delight (“Seis días gocé del
pan de la boda,” “I enjoyed for six days the bread
from the wedding.”), insult (“gorgojos del pan,”
“wheat weevil,” i.e., useless), size (“as a grain of
wheat”). CE1, CE4, CE5, CE8, CE9, CE10, CE16,
GA, NE3, NE5, NE11, NE12, PS, Q1, Q2, TA, VP.
Polygonaceae
Fagopyrum esculentum Moench rubión (buckwheat)
USF: edible (2). Q1, Q2.
Rheum palmatum L.2 ruibarbo (rhubarb)
USF: medicinal, purgative; SYM: calming (“tienen
necesidad de un poco de ruibarbo para purgar la
demasiada cólera suya,” “in need of a little rhubarb
to purge their excess of bile”). Q1. (The term could
also refer to Rumex alpinus L.)
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Punicaceae
Punica granatum L.1,2 granada (pomegranate),
granado (pomegranate tree)
ENV: grown in the garden; USF: edible, fruit,
pomegranate (3); SYM: easy to cut (“abrieran de
arriba abajo como una granada,” “slit down like a
pomegranate”) (2); proper noun, place name
(Granada, Rondilla de Granada) (8). CE2, CE10,
NE12, PS, Q1, Q2, TA, VP.
Ranunculaceae
Nigella gallica Jord.1* neguilla (black cumin)
USF: others, weed (3). GA, PS, VP.
Resedaceae
Reseda luteola L. gualda (dyer’s weld)
USF: ornamental, flower mat. CE8.
Rhamnaceae
Ziziphus jujuba Mill. ginjo (common jujube)
SYM: beauty (e.g., “El mozo es como un jinjo verde,”
“He was as a green jujube.”) (2). CE10, CE16.
Rosaceae
Cydonia oblonga Mill.2 membrillo (quince tree)
USF: edible, quince jelly (4); medicinal, digestive
(quince jelly); handicraft, stick (3); SYM: shape
(“cara de membrillo,” “face like a quince”), proper
noun, place name (Membrilla). CE5, CE7, CE10,
CE12, NE5, NE12, Q2.
Malus domestica Borkh.1*,2 manzana (apple), camuesa
(pippin), manzano (apple tree)
ENV: literary landscape; USF: edible, fruit, apple,
sometimes “camuesas,” an apple variety (4); SYM:
healthy, in a saying (“sanos como una manzana,”
“healthy as an apple”) (5), mythology (e.g.,
Hesperides golden apple) (3), proper noun, place
name (Manzanares River) (3). CE8, CE10, GA, NE1,
NE7, PS, Q1, Q2, VP.
Mespilus germanica L.2 níspola, níspero (medlar)
USF: edible; SYM: insult (“mondaníspolas,” “a person
who peels medlars,” i.e., lazy) (2). CE7, CE10, Q2.
Prunus avium L.2 cereza (cherry), Cereceda (cherry
grove)
USF: edible, implicit; SYM: impossible things
(“Cerezas [les ofrezcan] los carrascales,” “Holm oaks
yield cherries.”), proper noun, surname (Cereceda).
CE1. GA.
Prunus cerasus L. guinda (sour cherry), guindo (sour
cherry tree)
ENV: literary landscape; USF: edible, implicit (5);
SYM: worthless (“No me importa a mi una
guinda,” “I don’t care a sour cherry.”), impossible
things (“Peras les ofrezca el olmo . . . guindas los
mirtos floridos,” “Myrtles yield sour cherries.”),
saying (“bebe con guindas,” “drink with cherries,”
i.e., something irrelevant). CE7, CE8, GA, PS,
Q2.
Prunus dulcis (Mill.) D.A. Webb1,2 almendra
(almond), almendro (almond tree)
USF: edible, dried fruis, almonds (also “almendrada,”
“a sweet with almonds”) (4); medicinal, to enhance
memory, almonds; SYM: color (“los dientes . . . eran
blancos como unas peladas almendras,” “white teeth
like peeled almonds”), metaphor (“llegó otra
almendra y diole en la mano,” “another almond
arrived,” i.e., another stone), comfortable life (to eat
“almendradas,” as a symbol of good life). CE1, CE4,
CE8, NE11, Q1, Q2.
Pyrus bourgaeana Decne peruétano, piruétano (wild
pear)
USF: edible, wild fruit; SYM: healthy (healthy as a
wild pear or an apple). CE10, Q2.
Pyrus communis L.2 pero (pear tree), pera (pear)
ENV: landscape; USF: edible (8); SYM: abundance
(“Como entre peras podremos escoger sus nombres,”
“We can pick names as we would pears.”) (2),
impossible things (“pedir peras al olmo,” “asking for
pears to the elm tree”) (4), logical things (“La encina
da bellotas; el pero, peras,” “Pear tree yields pears.”),
suitable (“como peras en tabeque,” “like pears in a
basket”), proper noun, first name (Pera). CE4, CE5,
CE14, GA, PS, Q1, Q2.
Rosa spp.1,2 rosa (rose), rosal (rose bush)
ENV: literary landscape (e.g., referred to Arcadia) (2);
USF: ornamental, gardens (11) or garlands (3);
others, scent (2); SYM: color, sometimes in
metaphors (e.g., “las rosas de tus mejillas,” “the
roses of your cheeks”) (15); beauty (e.g., “Verás la
rosa que satisface el alma,” “You will see the rose
that satisfies the soul,” frequently referring to
women) (9), freedom (“Del campo son y han sido
mis amores; rosas son y jazmines mis cadenas,”
“roses and jasmines my chains”), something
valuable (“Hay que guardar y estimar la mujer
buena como se guarda y estima un hermoso jardín
que está lleno de flores y rosas,” “prized as one
protects and prizes a fair garden full of roses and
flowers”), witchcraft (e.g., to eat a rose for returning
to his human form, classical reference to The
Golden Ass of Apuleius) (2), wordplay
(“Rosamunda-rosa inmunda,” i.e., filthy rose),
proper noun, name (Rosamira, Rosaura), surname
(de la Rosa), place name (Rosas) (3). CE2, CE3,
CE5, CE6, CE7, CE8, GA, NE1, NE2, NE5, NE8,
NE12, PO, PS, Q1, Q2, VP.
Rubus ulmifolius Schott1,2 zarza (blackberry bush)
ENV: landscape (usually referring to a thorny form of
vegetation or hedges) (7); USF: others, weed;
SYM: evil (herbs and weeds that hinder the growth
of fertility and Christian abundance), proper noun,
place name (Encomienda de La Zarza and Venta de
la Zarza) (2), saying (“conservándome entera . . .
como la lana entre las zarzas,” “keeping myself as
pure as wool among the brambles”), thorny. CE8,
CE13, GA, PS, Q1, Q2, TA, VP.
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Rutaceae
Citrus aurantium L.2 naranjo (orange tree), naranja
(orange), azahar (orange blossom)
ENV: landscape (shadow for embraced lovers); USF:
edible, orange, orange juice (3); USF:
ornamental, gardens (orange trees); others, scent
(orange blossom) (2); SYM: shape (the shape of the
Pantheon in Rome is like a half orange). CE8, NE3,
NE7, NE11, Q1, Q2.
Citrus limon (L.) Burm. fil.2 limón (lemon)
USF: edible, lemon (sometimes as a condiment) (3).
CE4, NE3.
Salicaceae
Populus alba L.1 álamo blanco (white poplar)
ENV: landscape, to carve a lover’s name or poems, and
to tether animals (4); USF: ornamental, adorn
lover’s house with green branches (“enramar”) (2).
CE8, GA, Q2. (The term “álamo” is used to refer to
Populus alba, Populus nigra, but mainly Ulmus
minor.)
Salix alba L.1,2 sauce (willow)
ENV: landscape (e.g., sitting under its shadow) (10);
USF: ornamental, adorn lover’s house with green
branches (“enramar”); SYM: appearance (“las podan
como si fuesen sauces,” “cut as willows are
pruned”), proper noun, place name (La Sauceda).
CE2, CE8, GA, NE12, PS, Q2. (“Sauce” could also
refer to other Salix species.)
Salix fragilis L.2 mimbre (wicker)
USF: handicraft, basketry, to tie (with twisted willow
stems), construction (roofs and walls); SYM:
harmless weapons (“así se entraba y salía por las seis
espadas de los rufos como si fueran varas de
mimbre,” “swords like wicker stems”). CE8, NE12,
PS.
Solanaceae
Capsicum annuum L. pimiento (pepper)
USF: edible, vegetable, pepper. NE3.
Hyoscyamus albus L.1*,2 beleño (henbane)
USF: others, hypnotic (3, one of them implicit),
ornamental, Morpheus’s crown (mythological
reference). CE2, GA, VP.
Lycium barbarum L.1* cambronera (matrimony vine)
ENV: landscape (a thorny form of vegetation; natural
hedge, e.g., for vineyards) (3). GA, PS, Q2.
Nicotiana tabacum L tabaco (tobacco)
USF: medicinal, against losing consciousness
(“vaguidos de cabeza”). VP.
Solanum melongena L. berenjena (aubergine),
aberenjenado (aubergine color), berenjenero (pickled
aubergine seller)
USF: edible, vegetable, e.g., “Los moros son amigos de
berenjenas,” “The Moors are great lovers of
aubergines” (2); SYM: color (2); proper noun, surname
(Berenjena), nickname (berenjeneros, i.e., aubergine
lovers, nickname for Toledo inhabitants). CE4, Q2.
Sterculiaceae
Theobroma cacao L. cacao (cocoa)
SYM: worthless (“No lo estimamos en un cacao,” “It is
not worth a hill of beans,” i.e., something of little
value). NE1.
Tamaricaceae
Tamarix gallica L.1* taray (tamarisk)
USF: medicinal, purgative herbal tea, for liver and
“hipocondrios,” the lower part of the abdomen.
CE10.
Taxaceae
Taxus baccata L.2 tejo (yew tree)
USF: ornamental, wreath (funeral). Q1.
Typhaceae
Typha domingensis (Pers.) Steud.1 enea, espadaña
(cattail)
USF: handicraft, mat (4); ornamental, flower mat
(2). GA, NE3, PS, Q1.
Ulmaceae
Ulmus minor Mill.1*,2 olmo, álamo, (elm), alameda
(grove of elms)
ENV: landscape (settled at the foot of-resting under its
shadow, also the form of vegetation) (8); USF:
ornamental, in village plazas (2); handicraft,
roasting stick; SYM: impossible things (“pedir peras
al olmo,” “asking for pears of the elm tree”) (4),
support and company (e.g., “Fecunda vid, crece,
sube, abraza y toca el olmo,” “The vine gets close to
the elm.”) (3), proper noun, place names (Álamos,
Olmos) (3). CE4, GA, NE0, NE1, NE5, PS, Q1,
Q2.
Urticaceae
Urtica dioica L.1*,2 ortiga (nettle)
SYM: roughness. NE8.
Verbenaceae
Verbena officinalis L. verbena (verbain)
USF: ornamental, adorn a lover’s house with flowers
(“enramar”); medicinal, medicine-magic (unusual
properties). CE8.
Vitaceae
Vitis vinifera L.1,2 vid, parra, veduño, majuelo
(grapevine), cepa (vine stocks ), viña (vineyard), uva
(grape), pasas (raisins), vino (wine), vinagre
(vinegar), aguardiente (liquor), albilla, mozcatel
[moscatel] (grape varieties)
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ENV: landscape, vineyards (4); USF: edible, wine
(62), grape (sometimes a name of a variety of
grape) (8), raisins (2), liquor, condiment (vinegar);
medicinal, balsam of Fierabras, disinfectant (to
wash wounds, vinegar) (2), against sweating
(vinegar), to enhance memory (raisins, food-
medicine), medicine-magic (to wash with vinegar to
wake from a deep dream), ornamental
(grapevine); others, offering to deity (wine); SYM:
proverbs (e.g., “De mis viñas vengo, no sé nada,” “I
come from my vineyard, I know nothing,” i.e., to
wash one’s hands) (6), basic food (bread and wine)
(3), humankind (the Lord’s vineyard, Biblical
reference) (3), easiness (“lo haré con más facilidad
que beber una taza de vino,” “easier than drinking a
cup of wine,” “irme por ellas como por viña
vendimiada,” “to go like through a harvested
vineyard”) (2), richness (to have many vineyards) or
poverty (with only four vine plants) (2), something
valuable (well-kept vineyards) (2), support and
company (e.g., “Arrimóse el amor a la esperanza
cual vid al olmo, y fue subiendo apriesa,” “Love
drew close to hope, as the vine to the elm, and
climbed fast.”) (2), proper noun, surname
(Valdovinos, Baldovinos), place name (Cinco Viñas)
(2), bad thing (good wine-bad vinegar), good wishes
(“No entre en sus viñas pulgón,” “Aphids don’t
appear in your vineyards.”), impossible things
(“Uvas les den los lentiscos,” “Lentisks yield
grapes.”); insult (“esponjas del vino,” “wine
sponges”); logical things (“El pero, peras; la parra,
uvas,” “The vine yields grapes.”); lust (“La lujuria
está en el vino,” “Lust is in wine.”); prison (“Que el
vino es grillo de su lengua y corma de sus pies,”
“Wine is a prison for his tongue and his feet.”);
refinement (to eat grapes with fork), appearance
(“que las escamondan y podan [las reses] como si
fuesen sauces o parras,” “cut as vines are pruned”),
beauty or sweetness (“Oh uvas . . . que no hay cosa
más hermosa, ni fruta que a la golosa voluntad ansí
despierte!,” “Oh grapes . . . there is nothing more
beautiful, nor sweeter.”) CE1, CE4, CE5, CE7, CE8,
CE9, CE11, CE12, CE13, CE14, CE15, CE16, CN,
GA, NE1, NE3, NE5, NE7, NE8, NE9, NE11,
NE12, PS, Q1, Q2, TA.
Zygophyllaceae
Tribulus terrestris L. abrojo (puncturevine)
USF: handicraft, whip (discipline); SYM: thorny,
impenetrable (e.g., “flor que crece entre espinas y
entre abrojos,” “flower that grows among
puncturevines and thorns”) (6). CN, GA, Q2.
